Enhanced neutralization of flavivirus by monoclonal antibodies against Negishi virus.
Ten monoclonal antibodies against Negishi virus were classified into 3 groups and 7 types according to the reaction patterns to Negishi virus by the hemagglutination inhibition (HI) test and by several kinds of neutralization tests. When kinetic neutralization was applied to these monoclonal antibodies at the same HI titer of 1:64, the initial slope and the persistent fraction of the kinetic curve was varied in each antibody. In the double-kinetic neutralization test, neutralization did not proceed further when the second antibody was the same type as the first one. When the second antibody was a different type from that of the first one, neutralization proceeded further. The mixtures of 4 monoclonal antibodies classified as different groups and types remarkably enhanced neutralization in the kinetic assay. These results suggested that an assortment of antibodies is needed for effective neutralization of Negishi virus and that a multi-hit model is likely operating in the neutralization of Negishi virus.